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1. 	 There are four questions in this paper. Answer all FOUR questions. 

Each question carries 25 marks. 

2. 	 Ifyou think not enough data has been given in any question you may 

assume any reasonable values. 

3. 	 Some useful formulas are given in the last page. 
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QUESTION ONE (25 marks) 

Consider the differential amplifier circuit is shown in Figure-Q 1. The transistors are matched and 

f3 = 125. 
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Figure-Q1 

(a) 	 Under quiescent conditions, calculate the collector voltage and the base voltage of Qi' 

(8 marks) 

(b) Draw the differential half circuit for ac signals. Derive an expression for the differential 

voltage gain Va and calculate its value. Assume that Vd = (Vi - V2)' 

Vd 


(8 marks) 

(c) Find the common mode gain at the output Va deriving any formula you use. Hence 

calculate the CMRR in dB. 

(9 marks) 
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QUESTION TWO (25 marks) 

(a) 	 In the Widlar current source shown in Figure-Q2(a), the transistors Qland Q2are matched 

and of high gain type. 

(i) 	 Find a relationship between 10 and Iref • 

(4 marks) 

(ii) 	 If the power supply used is 10V, show how you are going to implement this current 

source for 10 = 125,uA. Assume that for the given transistors, when the 

VBE =0.62V, the Ie = 0.73mA. 

(5 marks) 

(iii) 	 Calculate the output resistance Ro, if the VA = BOV and the {J = 100. 

(4 marks) 
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Figure-Q2(a) 	 Figure-Q2(b) 

(b) 	 Consider the current mirror shown in Figure-Q2(b). Some of the process parameters ofthe 

devices are given below. 

Ll = L2 = 5,um Wi = 2S,um W2 = 50,um 


,uCox = 60 ~ VA = BOV 10 = 150,uA 


(i) 	 Find the voltage VG• 

(4 marks) 

(ii) 	 Calculate the value of Iref . 

(4 marks) 

(iii) 	 If Vo = 12V, estimate the output current for the case (ii) above. 

(4 marks) 
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OUESTION mREE (25 marks) 

(a) 	 Consider the IC amplifier shown in Figure-Q3(a). Assume that the transistors are of high 

gain and matched. You may assume that the VA = SOV and P= 125. Find, 

(i) 	 the collector current of Q3' 
(2 marks) 

(ii) 	 an expression for the voltage gain Va and calculate its value. 
Vs 

(7 marks) 

(iii) 	 the input impedance Rin and the output impedance Ra. 
(3 marks) 
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Figure-Q3(a) 	 Figure-Q3(b) 

(b) An enhancement type NMOS amplifier is shown in Figure-Q3(b). Some useful parameters 
of the devices used are, 

Wi = 120Jlm W2 = 10Jlm 

Ll = lOJlm L2 = SOJlm 

(i) Find the drain current of Q2 if a dc voltage of 1.6V is applied to Vin' Calculate the 

value of Va for this case. 
(5 marks) . 

(ii) 	 Draw the small signal equivalent circuit. Derive an expression for the voltage gain 

.!:£.. and calculate its value. Use that VA = SOV. 
Vin 

(8 marks) 
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QUESTION FOUR (25 marks) 


Consider the voltage regulator circuit shown in Figure-Q4. 
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Figure-Q4 

(i) Find the minimum and maximum output voltage. 

(6 marks) 

(ii) If the maximum possible power dissipation of Q2 is l8W, find the load current 

specification of the regulator. 

(3 marks) 

(iii) Show how you are going to implement an active current limit for a maximum load current 

of1.5A. Give the specifications ofthe components required. 

(5 marks) 

(iv) If PQ2 = 25, calculate the maximum possible power dissipation in R3 , R4 and in the 

zener diode. 

(6 marks) 

(v) Estimate the minimum efficiency ofthe regulator, neglecting any current limit 

arrangement. 

(5 marks) 
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1. 	 SOME USEFUL MOSFET EQUATIONS 

. C W [( ) 1 2 ] . . d .to = Iln ox"L vGS - Vt vos - iVoS In trlO e regIon 

• 1 C W( )2 . . .to = 2' Iln ox"L v GS - Vt In saturatlOn reglOn 

io = i IlnCox : (vGS - vt)2(1 +AVos) in saturation region with Channel Modulation effect 

2. Unless otherwise stated VBE(ON) = O. 6V and VT =O.025V. 


